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BIO QUICK TIPS 

 
Bios, by their nature, are personal and can provide relevant information to an interested 
reader. Unlike a traditional resume, an artist's bio need not be "cookie-cutter" in design 
but it must be eye appealing and readable. Perhaps these tips can help you in creating 
a number of versions...brief ones for exhibits and lengthier for press releases. 
 
 
Content 
 

Readers are dealing with "information overload" and want a fast and easy 
read. Stay focused on your art and limit unrelated background information. 
 
Maximum 250 words, three paragraphs for a bio. 
 
Rely on the journalistic "5 Ws" for ideas to get started.  

Who: Your related background and/or history  
What: Your favored medium(s) and/or subjects  
When: Date lists are best used in expanded bios  
Where: You create, past exhibit sites, collections, awards  
Why: Your purpose, vision, passion, satisfaction 

 
Write in a consistent voice. First person is personal and informal: "I have 
been drawing since childhood". Third person is formal and objective: "She 
has drawn since childhood". 
 
Include desired contact information. 
 

Layout 
 

Readers decide what to read in a nano-second scan. They will be 
discouraged by a piece too dense, cluttered, overwhelming or appearing 
difficult to read. How do we draw them in? 
 
Use generous white space to frame the page.  
 
Use extra leading (line space) not indentation to indicate paragraphs.  
 
Avoid justified text. 
 

Typeface 
 

Readability is a critical factor in selecting your typeface. While there are 
hundreds of fonts available, resist the temptation to use them all in your 
piece. Select one for body copy and perhaps a second one for headers. 
 
Sans serif has a more modern/less formal look. (Helvetica, Optima)  
Serif has a more traditional/formal look. (Times Roman) 
 



Be generous with point size...10 to 12 for body copy. 
 
Avoid stylized typefaces as readers prefer "familiar faces". The font of 
your typeface will include many versions for variety. 
 
Use italics judiciously and avoid totally capitalizing words since both slow 
the reader down and can be more difficult to read. 
 
Use bold weight for your name and headings. 
 

Graphics 
 

The use of color and graphics will enhance your bio and draw the eye. 
Too much can reduce readability and look unprofessional. 
 
Use an example of your artwork. 
 
Avoid printing text over color or scanned images, as it can be difficult or 
impossible to read. 
 
"Wrapping" text around artwork can be appealing if done well. 
 
Indented, bulletized lists can open up white space and draw the eye. This 
can be useful for lengthy exhibits (or awards) lists! 
 
 

 


